[Karyotypic characteristics of the Chinese hamster cell line CHO-K1 resistant to colchicine].
Karyological analysis was made of G-banded chromosomes in the cells of three independent CHO-K1 clones stably resistant to colchicine (Clch) selected for resistance to Clch at the concentration 0.1 mkg/ml (the first step of selection), and of one clone with higher but unstable level of resistance (2 mkg/ml--the second level of resistance). The results obtained revealed a morphological instability of the P-shoulder of chromosome Z6: more often an additional genetical material (AGM) at the distal end (Z6+), or rarely deletions (Z6-). In cells of the stable resistant clones of the first step of selection the length of AGM and their morphological structures were shown to be constant, but differed among the clones. In cells of the higher resistant unstable clone the length of AGM and their morphological structure were different in different cells within the clone. The AGMs in the Clch-resistant cells are discussed in terms of possible amplification of gene(s) responsible for the Clch resistance. In the cell population of clone selected for the resistance to 2 mkg/ml of Clch the frequency of rearranged chromosomes was shown to increase. In cells of all the analysed resistant clones the chromosome Z16 was found to lose its p-shoulder.